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for t&e^w&jsnefitf' through an external act, e.g. the right to
publish meteorological reports, rendered anti-social by the out-
break of war, or (2) have only recently come to be thought anti-
social by a significant number of people. In actual practice
the conflict between the opposing arguments has worked out
variously on different occasions. Thus, in the United King-
dom, when the abolition of rotten boroughs was first mooted,
it was proposed to pay compensation: when it was carried
out in 1932, no compensation was paid. When slavery was
abolished in the West Indies, twenty millions were voted by
the Imperial Parliament in compensation to the owners ; but,
when slavery was abolished in the United States after the
Civil War, there was no compensation. In like manner no
compensation was paid in the United States to persons engaged
in the liquor industry when the country " went dry ". An
intermediate arrangement would be to alleviate somewhat the
burden on expropriated persons, but not to put them in as
good a position as they would have been in if not expropriated.
To this end the government might make a compensation pay-
ment reckoned to yield some fraction, say one-half, of the
income which the expropriated persons would have had other-
wise. Alternatively it might give substantial notice of ex-
propriation. With the rate of interest standing at 5 per cent
a notice of fifteen years is roughly equivalent to halving the
burden.
§ 19. In the whole of the foregoing discussion we have
been concerned with the compensation to be paid when govern-
ment authorities take forcible possession of pieces of property
hitherto in private ownership. But provision is also often
made for compensating loss and damage arising in other ways.
Thus there are regulations in this and other countries for
workmen's compensation in respect of accidents ; and during
the second world war provision was made for compensating
owners of property who had suffered damage from air attack.
The problems associated with these sorts of compensation
are outside the scope of this book. It is evident, however,
that many of the considerations set out above are relevant.
The question, for example, whether compensation for bomb
damage should be provided out of general revenue or out of a
special levy on house-owners is closely analogous to that dis-
tinguished in § 12.

